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Pronunciation Difficulties Generated by English Alphabet

Learning/teaching English pronunciation is not easy as far as sonority is concerned. One of the immediate factors is the lack of correspondence between the letters of the English alphabet and the sounds of English. There are at least 44 sounds or phonemes as against only 26 letters. The result is: nonnative speakers (L2 speakers or foreign language learners) find it hard to bridge the discrepancy between sounds and spellings.

Misinterpretation of the Spelling System – A Major Cause

Often, a nonnative speaker’s difficulties with pronunciation originate from a misinterpretation of the spelling system rather than difficulty with the pronunciation of the sounds. A learner who expects the letter \( b \) to be pronounced /b/ as in the words bat, robin, cab etc. will be uncomfortable to find that it is not pronounced that way in words like doubt, tomb, etc. in which case the letter \( b \) is silent.

There are, of course cases where one can, to a large extent predict a certain letter or set of letters to behave in a particular manner. The letter \( h \), for example, is silent in words like honest, humble, heir etc. Or the letter \( k \) is silent in words like knife, know etc. But that again is not a regular phenomenon so as to be generalized.

Problems Caused by Silent Letters
Silent letters, thus pose no less threat to those learning pronunciation of English. It is the unpredictability of the sounds vis-à-vis the letters that put the learners fumbling. He or she can’t make out which letter(s) becomes(s) silent. There is no pattern or paradigm as such to give any clue to those learning English pronunciation. Thus, for example it becomes tough for the nonnative speaker to appreciate how a particular letter \( c \) loses its sonority in words like *Czar, indict, scene* etc.

**A List of Silent Lettered Words**

An exhaustive list of silent lettered words (with phonetic transcriptions and meanings wherever felt required) is provided below to account for the discrepancy in so far as sonority is concerned. An attempt has been made here to cover all the letters of the English alphabet (A-Z) with examples of words in which each of the letters is silent. Care has also been taken to ensure that as many words as would be required to illustrate the point are supplied.

A- *aesthetic* / iːs’θetɪk /, *aisle* / aɪl / (a passage), *board* / boʊd /

B- *bdellium* / ˈdɛlɪəm / (a type of a tree), *bomb* / bɒm /, *doubt* / daʊt /

C- *Czar* / ˈzaːr /, *indict* / ɪndaɪt / (accuse), *scene* / sɪːn /

D- *djinn* / ˈdʒɪn / (a Muslim mythological figure), *Wednesday* / wenzdeɪ /

E- *eucalyptus* / juːkəlɪptəs /, *ewe* / juː / (a female sheep), *eye* / aɪ /

F- *halfpenny* / hælɪn / (a former bronze coin), *Neufchatel* / nʊʃətel /

G- *paradigm* / pærədæɪm / (pattern), *resign* / rɪzən /

H- *hour* / aʊər /, *myrrh* / mɜː / (a gum resin), *oh* / əʊ /

I- *business* / bɜːznɪs /, *friend* / frend /, *fruit* / fruːt /, *heifer* / hɪˈfɜːr / (a cow)

J- *jai alai* / ʃai əlai / (a game), *Jung* / ˈdʒʊŋ /, *marijuana* / mærɪˈwɑːnə /

K- *knife* / naɪf /, *knowledge* / ˈnɒlɪdʒ /

L- *half* / haːf /, *palm* / pɑːm /, *talk* / tɔːk /

M- *mnemonic* / nɪˈmɒnɪk / (designed to aid memory)

N- *autumn* / ɔːtəm /, *damn* / dæm /
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Sonority is Unpredictable in English

The list of words provided above justify how unpredictable sonority is. No nonnative speaker would think that the letters c, o, s, x and z, for example would not produce any sound in words like indict, Oedipus, viscount, tableaux and rendezvous respectively. It is not unachievable to get at the nuances of silent letters in English. It requires constant practice and regular usage to get out of this problem of sonority.
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